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�  Performance of an optical system is highly sensitive to the surface
    distortion of the optics in the system

�  Several factors contribute to the surface distortion of an optic
�  Machining
�  Gravity Sag
�  Thermal Loads 
�  Assembly Loads

�  Isolation of the load path between the optic and it’s mount is one
   way to minimize surface distortion

�  IRMOS Aluminum optics have flexure-like tabs to help minimize
    the load transferred into the optic from various loading conditions
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IRMOS Diffraction Grating

Integral Mounting Tab



Diffraction Grating Assembly Loads

�  Tab flexures must be designed such that they are flexible enough to 
    allow motion of the tab without violating optical surface RMS requirements, 
    but strong enough to take the stresses induced by the motions of the tabs
 
� One concern with the integral tab design is that the flexibility of the 
    tabs allows for minimal translations and rotations during assembly 

�  In high precision optics these minimal motions can induce
     undesirable distortion in the optical surface

�  IRMOS project set requirements for the minimum motion of a tab 
    in any one direction during assembly

�  Translation :  0.005”
�  Rotation :  0.1 deg
  

�  These motions could arise if the tabs had to be moved to align bolt
    holes between the grating and it’s carrier, or if shims were required
    under the grating tabs during alignment of the optics



Diffraction Grating FEADiffraction Grating FEA

�  Grating FEM uses a combination of solid and plate elements
�  RSSCON cards used to connect shell and solid elements

�  Solid element face equal to shell element thickness
�  Shell edge is placed in the middle of the solid face

�  3 bolt holes in the mounting tabs were used as the boundary
     conditions
�  Load cases – gravity, thermal, assembly

�  Using FEA, Optical surface distortion can be obtained for all 
    load cases and compared to the requirements set by optics group

�  Iterative process → If requirements are not met for a specific
     load case, FEM is modified and analysis is redone  

�  Results of the FEA produce an optimum flexure design that can meet
    the stiffness requirements of gravity, thermal, and assembly loads
    and also be flexible enough to not transmit the motion to the surface
    of the optic
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Detail View of Flexure FEM
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IRMOS Diffraction Grating FEM



FEA Grating Optical Distortion ResultsFEA Grating Optical Distortion Results

Load 
Direction

Allowable 
Loads

Stress   
(psi)

dx 0.005" 6471
dy 0.003" 13479
dz 0.011" 1829
rx 0.7712 deg 4156
ry 0.0811 deg 2656
rz 1.7213 deg 40546**

.005", dx -y flexure 0.2259 0.0443 2.64E-01 -2.04E+00 1.65E+01 6519

.005", dy -y flexure 0.3186 0.0669 -1.68E+02 1.00E+03 -3.92E-01 20484

.005", dz -y flexure 0.0720 0.0200 5.59E+01 -3.40E+02 -1.01E-01 833

.09 deg, rx -y flexure 0.0210 0.0051 -1.72E+01 1.05E+02 2.92E-02 485

.09 deg, ry -y flexure 0.2472 0.0489 -1.34E-01 3.14E-01 1.28E+01 2949

.09 deg, rz -y flexure 0.0136 0.0023 7.54E-03 -6.84E-02 8.24E-01 2120

RMS (micron)Load Case PV (micron) Peak Stress 
(psi)T3    

(micron)
Rx  

(arcsecond)
Ry   

(arcsecond)

Origin Rigid Body Motion

Assembly Loads (.044 micron RMS requirement)

**  rz limited by Fty = 22500 psi

Gravity Loads (.032 micron RMS requirement)

Thermal Loads (.032 micron RMS requirement)

*  Grating is limited to a .1 degree gradient in the z-direction based on the .032 micron 
      RMS requirement

1g, x-dir 0.0043 0.0005 -9.52E-08 4.45E-09 1.79E-06 102
1g, y-dir 0.0007 0.0001 1.54E-07 -1.30E-06 -5.39E-10 70
1g, x-dir 0.0138 0.0030 9.09E-06 -2.24E-06 -1.58E-08 112

Peak 
Stress 

(psi)
Load Case PV (micron)

RMS 
(micron)

Origin Rigid Body Motion
T3    

(micron)
Rx  

(arcsecond)
Ry   

(arcsecond)

1 deg, x-dir 0.0031 0.0004 1.33E-07 -3.93E-09 -2.58E-06 120
1 deg, y-dir 0.0008 0.0002 1.31E-07 3.38E-06 2.04E-09 78
1 deg, x-dir 1.4700 0.3206* 4.47E-05 4.64E-06 2.35E-06 132

Load Case PV (micron) RMS 
(micron)

Origin Rigid Body Motion Peak 
Stress 

(psi)
T3    

(micron)
Rx  

(arcsecond)
Ry   

(arcsecond)
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Output Set: MSC/NASTRAN Case 1
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Stresses in the grating tab flexures due to a .005”
Dy motion of the –y tab (Fty = 22500 psi)



FEA CorrelationFEA Correlation

�  IRMOS diffraction grating test optics were used as one method of
    FEM validation

�  Test optics were attached to a “dummy” optical bench by the 3
    integral mounting tabs

�  Test loading conditions included various 
    torque sequences and various shim thickness/
    placement as defined by FEA

�  Testing was performed at room temperature,
    with the grating oriented such that gravity
    was applied along the y-axis

�  Optical surface distortion was measured 
    using an interferometer

 Dummy Bench

Test 
Grating

x

y



FEA /Optical Test ResultsFEA /Optical Test Results

�  Results from FEA and optical testing compared

**  RMS surface error of unmounted grating was determined to 
      be . 136 waves, this was removed from the optical test data

0.0310Test

0.0316FEA

RMS Error**
(waves)

Method

RMS Surface Error Induced by DZ Assembly Load
(.005” shim placed under –y tab)

�  Good correlation between analysis and test results seen for all other load cases



SummarySummary

�  FEA was used as an efficient and effective tool for optimizing the design of the 
     diffraction grating tab flexure for maximum flexibility and minimum stress

� Interferometric testing of the grating optical surface distortion was used to 
    correlate FEA results with optical test results, and provided FEM validation

�  FEA methods used in the grating tab flexure design optimization were able to 
   be applied to the flexible mounting tabs in all of the Aluminum IRMOS optics
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